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E DI T E D BY

JULI A
SPAL D I NG

PHO TOS BY

TONY
VAL A I NI S

As if cooking for a roomful of strangers weren’t enough, any restaurant that opens
in this climate of social-media oversharing has to do so at its most flattering angles, too.
This year’s crop of newcomers makes it look easy, smashing burgers, muddling cocktails,
and locally sourcing their hearts out like they’ve been doing it forever. Here,
we honor Indy’s 15 Best New Restaurants and 13 more Best in Class upstarts.
All you have to do is decide which one of these winners to try first.
WRITTEN BY V a n e s s y C o r t e s , M e g a n F e r n a n d e z , N a t a l i e G i v a n , K e l l y K e n d a l l , T e r r y K i r t s ,
Suzanne Krowiak, Laura Kruty, Amy Lynch, Michael Rubino, Megan Stephens, and Katherine Stinnett
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BEHOLDER
ES, THIS IS that place, the one
where for a very short time last
fall, an arguably lewd graffiti
mural of two rabbits caught in
flagrante delicto appeared on the
side of the former auto-parts
store located—depending on
which table you reserved—in
either Woodruff Place or Windsor Park. The spot has been a font
of controversies, including: the aforementioned bunny bumping, gentrification, and
$1,000 fried-chicken-wing meals. And the
guy wearing the black hat and white apron is
Jonathan Brooks, who commanded national
attention for himself and the city thanks to
hip brunch spot Milktooth, which he opened
with then-wife Ashley Brooks in 2014. Honors
followed—notably a Best New Chefs
nod from Food & Wine and a Best
New Restaurants award from Bon
OP E N I NG DAT E
Appétit in 2015. A year later, Brooks
June 2018
won hearts by explaining to a writer
IN THE KITCHEN
from the latter that Indianapolis isn’t
Jonathan Brooks, pastry
chef Pete Schmutte,
“f—king Brooklyn,” so stop with the
and sommelier Josh
forced comparisons, thanks.
Mazanowski
Somewhere along the way, Brooks
THE SPREAD
divorced, traded morning for night
An artful, extravagant
and conceived his new spot as a deparmenu of smallish plates
to be ordered in layers
ture from the brunch fare that had
D ON ’ T M I SS
won so much acclaim, and christened
The Salted Blood Orange
it after a Dungeons & Dragons monwith Greek yogurt and
ster. He pissed off neighbors with the
hazelnut dukkah, a
savory-sweet holdover
Jules Muck mural, and then nearly
from Milktooth
everyone else with an ill-advised FaceSIP
book follow-up post saying we were
The Gold Dust Woman,
lucky to have him. He also got married
made with bourbon,
again, on Valentine’s Day, in his new
China-China Amaro, oleo
saccharum, and lemon
restaurant.
I NS I DE T I P
So how’s Beholder? To paraphrase
The same house “ice
Brooks, it isn’t f—king Milktooth. But
cream and sorbet by the
it is every bit of the above. Hot passion,
scoop” served for dessert is available to take
a bad decision or two, and frantic
home by the pint as well.
creativity—on a plate. 1844 E. 10th St.,
317-419-3471, beholderindy.com

Downtown
Steakhouse
62
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Tiny grilled quail
quarters and
wings ignited with
habanerolapsang-tea salsa, above, and the
Beholder team,
left, including
co-owners Josh
Mazanowski and
Jonathan Brooks
with the restaurant’s pastry chef,
Pete Schmutte

TONY’S OF INDIANAPOLIS Leave it to this sophisticated Cincinnati import to prove that a saturated steakhouse scene could squeeze in one more option. Here, mounded crab cakes soar above a swath of mustard aioli, and
sea bass gets an earthy treatment on a bed of barley with shaved Brussels sprouts and hints of maple and sage.
For traditionalists, Tony’s dry-aged steaks deliver the tender, juicy bites of the best chophouses, and the friendly
staff makes sure diners are pampered at every step. 110 W. Washington St., 317-638-8669, tonysofindianapolis.com
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New
Digs
HOAGIES &
HOPS

GERALDINE’S SUPPER CLUB
ORE THAN one percan sit at a cloth-topped table,
son has marveled at
clearing away the last few
the idea of sometastes of amuse-bouche sorbet
body named “Fat
from vintage-style coupe
Dan,” proprietor of
glasses, without somebody
a couple of local delis, openusing the word “throwback” to
ing a swanky supper club. But
describe the joint.
from the start, Dan Jarman’s
Jarman clearly embraces
new spot has
this steakhousesbeen marked
of-yore vibe,
by supreme
adorning the
OP E N I NG DAT E
self-confidence.
walls with phoOctober 2018
He channels his
tos of The Rat
IN THE KITCHEN
Executive chef Neil
years of childPack and proAndrews, formerly
hood evenings
claiming on the
of The Oceanaire,
out with his
website, beneath
and pastry chef
Bridget Horan
folks at the likes
a lusciously phoof the Vesper
tographed hunk
THE SPREAD
Old-school opulence
Club in Philaof meat, “A place
like Beef Wellington
delphia—places
where Dean
D ON ’ T M I SS
a lot like this
Martin would go
The caviar selection,
ruggedly elegant
to get a martini
starting at $55
den of exposedand a steak.” The
SIP
brick walls and
menu lists where
Boom Boom Punch–
rum, champagne, and
handsomely
the various cuts
sweet vermouth with a
raw woodwork,
of grass-fed beef
squeeze of orange
where thick-cut
are sourced, but
steaks are cardon’t expect too
ried sizzling from the kitchen
much more of a nod to moderand dry-as-a-bone martinis get
nity than that. You’ll slice into
shaken at the bar. Geraldine’s
your mushroom caps and Delis not just Sinatra, it’s the best
monico, and it will be every bit
version of Frank—the one
as glorious as you remember.
with that lopsided grin and a
Or imagine it might have been.
fedora tipped forward over one
1101 English Ave., 317-600-3336,
eye. See how long your group
geraldinesindy.com

They aren’t
exactly
sandwiches,
at least not
to the devout.
Nor are they
subs. No—they
are properly
known as Philly
Cheesesteaks,
and they form
the backbone
of the menu
at Hoagies &
Hops, which just
moved into a
more intimate
ButlerTarkington
spot with
Chilly Water
Tap Room.
Blink as you
drive through
this mostly
residential
neighborhood at
night, and you’ll
miss the whole
operation, which
would cut you
out of not only
any cheesesteak
choices, but cold
hoagies and
Nathan’s AllBeef Hot Dogs
as well. The
bread comes
from South
Jersey, and the
meat, pickles,
and chips from
Philly and Pennsylvania Dutch
Country. The
beer? Totally
Indy. 4155
Boulevard Pl.,
317-426-5731,
hoagiesand
hops.com
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King Dough

Private
Kitchen
STUDIO C
It was hard to
get a bead on
exactly what
chef Greg Hardesty was up to
with his newest
project, “a place
to play, create,
and curate
one-of-a-kind
experiences.”
Maybe the
multiple James
Beard nominee,
who last wooed
diners at his
prix-fixe hit
Recess (which
closed in 2017),
is purposely
leaving the
details fuzzy.
All the better to
curate unique
adventures like
the interactive
cooking classes
he leads and the
private chef’stable dinners
he hosts. He
also stocks a
small market of
restaurantquality ingredients for home
cooks and even
pours a good
cup of Tinker
Coffee out of the
open-concept
space. It will
come in a to-go
cup, so take the
hint. Hardesty is
perfectly clear
on one point:
This is his space.
1051 E. 54th St.,
aculinarystudio
.com
64
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scene
maker
Love Handle

FLATLAND
KITCHEN

The common denominator behind several of this
year’s hottest restaurants is a husband-and-wife
design studio that started 10 years ago in the
kitchen of a tiny apartment. “That’s how we got our
name,” says Rebekah Nolan, who operates Flatland
Kitchen with her husband, Eric. Their branding is
often the customer’s first impression of a place,
from the cute animal-butt line drawings that greet
diners just inside Love Handle to Field Brewing’s
pop-art beer cans to Beholder’s scripty calligraphy,
Rebekah says they take a holistic approach to their
work and prefer to get in at the ground level of
a restaurant plan, “when they have just an
inkling of an idea of what they want to do.”
Though their clients are often brand-new ventures,
the Nolans also get inspiration from the classics.
“The Red Key Tavern,” Eric says. “That’s one of
those places that you can’t replicate. You have to
exist for a long time to feel like that.”

JUST POP IN!
POPCORN CAFE
IRLS’ NIGHT OUT options got a serious

Milktooth

Doughnut
Shop

OP E N I NG DAT E

September 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

Recipes and menu consultation from Beholder’s Aaron Hansen and
former Zest! owner
Valerie Vanderpool

D ON ’ T M I SS
upgrade when Carly Swift and Mandy
Smoking Goose coldSelke’s cafe opened in Broad Ripple last
smokes and cured Scotfall. Sitting pretty on the Monon Trail
tish salmon with citrus,
cane sugar, and fennel
just north of the Canal, the modernfor lox service
farmhouse facade gives way to a chic South
I NS I D E T I P
Beach vibe with pineapple wallpaper, turquoise
The airy upstairs event
barstools, and a fanciful collection of art that
space can accommoincludes an illuminated miniature Ferris
date up to 46 guests for
private shindigs.
wheel. When warmer weather arrives, the
wrap-around porch promises some of the most
coveted al fresco seating in town.
A tight menu brings JPI’s signature puffed product out of the movie theater to costar in beer/wine-paired flights and to make cameo appearances
alongside bagels, tuna salads, desserts, and charcuterie. Adam Ramsey
gets credit for the sherry-centric cocktail program, while Bill Kennedy of
Crossroads Vineyards manages a list of wine selections that includes summery frozen sangria and a Moscato-fortified strawberry-rhubarb Circle City
Kombucha slush. Look for live music performances and Sunday brunch to
join the lineup soon. Who knows? Maybe a name change is in order. How
about ... Stay A While? 6406 Cornell Ave., 317-257-9338, justpopinpopcorn.com

REBELLION DOUGHNUTS We love that we can stuff one of these sweet, pillowy delights down our maws and actually
feel kind of badass. Maybe it’s all the Star Wars quotes on Rebellion’s Facebook page that have us feeling like members of
the revolution just for downing a Dreamsicle orange-frosted. Or maybe it’s giveaways like the free dozen bestowed upon
a guy spotted ice-skating on the frozen-over Canal, “just for being a Rebel.” Think doughnut fans are a bunch of Homer
Simpsons? We’re striking back. City Market; 17677 Cumberland Rd., Noblesville, 317-219-6504; rebelliondoughnuts.com
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ANTHONY’S CHOPHOUSE

T ’S AWFULLY pretty for a steakhouse.
Colorado steaks that range in opulence
The 9,000-square-foot knockout in the
from a 32-ounce porterhouse for two, to an
middle of Carmel’s glossy new down18-ounce Cowgirl ribeye, to a deceptively
town is a spectacle of
wee 8-ounce Wagyu filet.
high ceilings and glass
The cuts are prepared to
walls overlooking one of
order in a kitchen that has
OP E N I NG DAT E
the Monon’s pulse points.
also mastered a stunning
August 2018
The front bar is lined in
Duroc pork-belly appeIN THE KITCHEN
green-velvet banquettes.
tizer—barbecue-glazed and
Executive chef Justin
Miller from Hillcrest
The main dining room is
scattered with charred sweet
Country Club
awash in white tablecloths
corn—that melts in the
THE SPREAD
and cushy upholstered
mouth, and lobster bisque
Butcher-block gourmet
club chairs. And a private
garnished with the tempuraD ON ’ T M I SS
upper-level dining room
fried tail of the beast. With
The truffle fries
houses the original bar
all of its designer touches
SIP
from Carmel’s grandfather
and gourmet garnishes, this
The Flora & Fumo, made
with torched rosemary
of fine dining, The Glass
sleek newcomer beautiI NS I DE T I P
Chimney.
fully demonstrates how
The 3Up Rooftop Bar is
The luxe stage dressing
red meat can come out of
owner Anthony Lazzara’s
doesn’t distract from the
the man cave. 201 W. Main
outdoor lounge above
the steakhouse.
star of the show, a menu
St., Carmel, 317-740-0900,
of noble, single-sourced
anthonyschophouse.com

The velvety lobster
bisque at Anthony’s

The window-seat downtown view at
Nesso, above, where whole seafood
is recast as modern art with a pretty
palette of sauces, below

City Market
Vendor
66
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GOMEZ BBQ Can’t spare 13 hours to smoke perfectly tender meat?
Leave it to Gomez BBQ, where pulled pork and brisket, piled on a Circle
City Sweets bun, are dressed simply with pickles and a drizzle of
sauce, and a thick curl of bacon on a wooden skewer wears a coating
of blueberry-caramel syrup. City Market, 317-414-7661, gomezbbq.com
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NESSO
HE SHUTTERING of James Beard–

nominated chef Alan Sternberg’s
Cerulean in late 2017 was a culinary loss, but when Cunningham
Restaurant Group installed a
leggy Italian joint in its old home,
broken hearts quickly mended.
While Cerulean was no plain
Jane, CRG somehow reimagined
the showstopping CityWay space
with a smoky eye toward assuring everyone
that the complex on the corner of Delaware
and South streets will remain the city’s indissoluble thirst trap: Here, impossibly goodlooking people sleep (at the Alexander hotel),
drink (at Plat 99), and eat (at Nesso).
With a menu that leans toward the Amalfi
Coast, delicate plates composed like a seaside
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September 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

plein-air artist’s palette, such as the Tonno
(tuna) and Polpo (octopus), tease the eye and
stomach. Heartier options like the herbed sea
bass, short-rib polenta, and veal with marsala
are the kind of dishes you’ll share with the
table—but not without nagging resentment.
And then there is the unassuming gnocchi,
featuring a chicken meatball that will make
you take back all the bad things you have ever
said about chicken meatballs. Pastry chef
Hattie McDaniel blows up the Italian classic
desserts (tiramisu, spumoni, zeppole) with
her signature whimsical deconstruction.
Don’t leave behind a hazelnut crumb of darkchocolate Tartufo di Cioccolato, which—even
in a place like this—might be the sexiest
thing in the room. 339 Delaware St., 317-6437400, nesso-italia.com

Hawaii-born chef Kawika
Pieper, a Cunningham
Restaurant Group veteran
who formerly worked at
Vida, as did pastry chef
Hattie McDaniel
THE SPREAD

Elaborate coastal Italian
mains and pastas served
in side-dish portions
D ON ’ T M I SS

Prosciutto-wrapped
prunes, like little flavor
grenades
SIP

A negroni made with
Cardinal Spirits’s Terra gin
I NS I D E T I P

There is a perverse
pleasure that comes with
sitting at a window table
in the bar and watching
people exercise in the
CityWay YMCA across
the street.
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TURCHETTI’S
HEN YOUR ACCOLADES

include a nod for the best
pastrami in the city, a
fanatical farmers-market
following for your painstakingly perfected pepperoni, and an inclusion
in the 2019 “30 Under
30” class from Forbes,
you might decide to put your feet up and
take it easy for a few months. Not George
Turkette. This ball of energy and butchering boy wonder put his cleaver to the grindstone last summer and, along with partner

Food
Court
68
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Amanda DeVary, realized his longtime
dream of opening a bona fide big-city delicatessen that is quickly becoming Fountain
Square’s most insider lunch draw. But
Turkette isn’t just throwing his capocollo
and prosciutto onto cold sandwiches. He
and his kitchen staff are crafting knockout
brunch creations such as a smash burger
with tallow fries; eggs Benedict with radicchio and sage hollandaise; and perhaps
the thickest, most decadent slice of French
toast in the city, dressed up with maple
mascarpone and candied bacon. Pair that
with an Italian aperitivo or a loaded bloody

SUN KING SPIRITS It’s time to embrace the eatatorium, especially when the options are as delicious and diverse as
the lineup Clay Robinson assembled when he opened Sun King Spirits in Carmel last summer. Swing by Oca for a sandwich
(hello, muffaletta on a sesame bun), La Margarita for some nachos (order extra queso made with Sunlight Cream Ale), Pi Indy
for a pizza (get the Figgy Piggy, with prosciutto, bacon, and fig jam), and, for dessert, The Den by FoxGardin (the gooey butter
pie is famous for a reason). 351 Monon Blvd., Carmel, 317-843-6250, sunkingbrewing.com

Turchetti’s elaborate
Reuben and fearless leader,
opposite page

Revival
MAYFAIR
TAPROOM

OP E N I NG DAT E

August 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

Owner George Turkette,
a butcher, chef, and salumist who opened his own
charcuterie business
after working at Vida
D ON ’ T M I SS

Three decadent n’duja
whipped deviled eggs
topped with pickled
mustard seeds
SIP

Kombucha on draft
I NS I DE T I P

Turchetti’s delivers
downtown orders
by bicycle.

mary (cheese cube, olive,
and, of course, salami), and
you have far more than your
corner sandwich shop. The
shotgun spot (in the former
home of Marrow) includes a
chummy full-service bar, graband-go meat cases, and a mini
butcher counter where you
can take home the makings of
dinner. But Turkette is soon to
pair his deli with a full-service
USDA butcher shop next door
that will ship a bit of Fountain
Square’s old Italian heritage
all across the country. 1106
Prospect St., 317-426-3048,
turchettis.com

The 125-year-old
building housing
the new Mayfair
Taproom on East
10th Street is
like that grizzled
bartender with
story after story
in his back
pocket: It began
as a drugstore
in 1894 and was
a restaurant by
the mid-1930s.
What became
Mayfair Tavern
hosted jazz
greats like Wes
Montgomery, and
the notorious
Mustang Sally’s
bar whooped it
up for nearly 30
years through
the 1980s. Then
the doors closed
from 1995 until
about two years
ago, when John
and Nancy Hill,
longtime owners
of the Broad
Ripple Brewpub,
decided it would
make a great
neighborhood
bar again. The
family—including
son Alec, who
moved back from
Oakland to run
the kitchen while
girlfriend Hilary
Powers oversees
the bar—put in
the work to preserve a historic,
everybodyknows-yourname feel of a
corner pub. This
time around,
the landmark
watering hole
might become
known for its
classic burger,
shepherd’s
pie, and vegan
Sloppy Joe. 2032
E. 10th St., 317419-2393

HEDGE ROW
EDGE ROW might
have given you the
wrong impression
when it opened last
year. Indy blushed
as it earned the approval
of founder Kimbal Musk,
a real-food evangelist who
embraces soil as passionately as his brother, Elon,
does space. Colorado-based
Kimbal dresses like a ranch
hand and talks up a mission
of sustainability and farm
friendliness, so you might
have expected Hedge Row
to skew earthy—or at least
down to earth.
The menu bridges Hedge
Row’s citified face and
cornfed soul. Wood-fired
preparations served on gray
stoneware dominate the tight
menu of simple à la carte
vegetables and rustic entrées.
The headlining dishes are
straightforward meats and
fish in a refined sauce, and
that’s about it—maybe a bed
of couscous or vegetables.
Some dishes are more

composed, like a Gunthorp
Farms bone-in roasted pork
chop in its unabashed jus that
doesn’t even need the garnish
of cooked pears, and salmon
resting atop a mélange of bok
choy and shiitakes in smoky
bacon broth and flecked
with hazelnut-parsley pesto.
Chef Brad Gates, an Indy
veteran, has the confidence
and experience to plate his
food without fussy embellishments. Because of that,
the rush of excitement we
got from Musk’s endorsement has been replaced by an
appreciation for Hedge Row’s
food—because it’s real. 350
Massachusetts Ave., 317-6432750, hedgerowbistros.com

OP E N I NG DAT E

April 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

Chef Brad Gates
D ON ’ T M I SS

A bowl of lemon curd,
broken meringue, and
huckleberries for dessert
SIP

An Aperol spritz
I NS I D E T I P

On weekends and evenings, snag free parking
behind the building.

Hedge Row’s
surprisingly
light butterleaf
lettuce fish tacos

Global
Cuisine
JAMAICAN
BREEZE
SPORTS BAR
& GRILL

LOVE HANDLE
HEN THIS avant-garde sandwich shop

moved out of its original East 10th
Street spot and into a new, bright,
open space on Mass Ave, it changed
more than just its ZIP code. It practically reinvented itself—which is why it belongs
on this list of fresh starts. Now, pale pink walls
and sparkled green booths set the tone for a sweet
pastel interior dotted with sentimental tchotchkes.
It’s the perfect setting for the programming that
owners Chris and Ally Benedyk incorporated into
their relaunch—as Movie Nights and Fish Frydays
have become weekly staples.
The menu also took the opportunity to spread
out a bit—beyond the bread, if you will—without
losing its original adventurous spunk. It’s still as
if the Benedyks are laying down a challenge to
diners scanning the chalkboard-menu options:
Buffalo chicken gizzards … braised beef tongue …
smoked halibut hash. You could play it safe with
the biscuits and
gravy, two flaky discs
smothered in a thick,
OP E N I NG DAT E
porky sauce—or
February 2018
break out of your
IN THE KITCHEN
Owners Chris and Ally
comfort zone with
Benedyk handling all of
crispy sweetbreads,
the savories and sweets,
ghost-pepper cream
respectively
cheese, and cabbage
THE SPREAD
Offal sandos and other
slaw squished
adventures in dining
between slices of
D ON ’ T M I SS
crusty bread. Or the
The crescent hand pies
crunchy chicken
folded over fruit filling
skins blanketed
and showered with cinnamon sugar
in bright-orange
SIP
salmon roe, which
A can of Polish O.K. Beer
is exactly the kind of
I NS I DE T I P
grub that draws dinGet there early, espeers to Love Handle
cially on the weekends,
when another burger
to get house favorites
like the pork-belly waffle
simply won’t do. 877
before they sell out.
Massachusetts Ave.,
317-384-1102
70
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Just when it
seemed as if the
old Murphy’s
Steakhouse
location on Keystone Avenue
(a major player
during Indy’s
drive-in heyday)
would stay shuttered indefinitely, news
came in early
2019 that it
would be reborn
as a Jamaican
sports bar. While
much of the
nostalgic charm
of the onetime
Frisch’s Big
Boy has been
lost, a funkier,
more global
vibe pervades
this energetic
spot, where
folks with island
roots quaff Red
Stripes and lines
of locals wait for
takeout orders
of jerk chicken,
goat curry,
and servings
of fall-off-thebone oxtails and
butter beans.
Do not miss the
flaky, perfectly
seasoned beef
patty, and come
back for daily
specials such
as Sunday’s
jerk pot roast
or Thursday’s
brown stew
chicken, served
with an eyepopping mound
of spicy rice and
beans—and a
side of midcentury cool. 4189
N. Keystone. Ave.,
317-426-4045,
jamaicanbreeze
indy.com

KING
HEN ADAM and

Alicia Sweet introduced Indy’s Holy
Cross neighborhood
to pies from their
Bloomington-born
pizzeria in midJanuary, it was a
dream come true
for some. A longtime resident seated at a table with his
children and grandchildren on the Saturday King Dough soft-opened its new location muttered in near-disbelief: “I’ve been
waiting my whole life for this.” Though
some of the pizzas that emerge from a
brick oven named the Thunder Dome are
indeed a revelation, it’s more than likely
the man was simply expressing appreciation for a place the near-eastside ’hood
could call its own.
The spot—a remodel of a vacant auto
shop on an angular parcel—radiates the
anima of your aunt’s kitschy basement.
Crocheted slices of pizza hang from the
walls and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
figurines stand on guard throughout a
dining room rowdy with patrons pulling apart leopard-spotted pizzas, like the
Grape and Gorgonzola (it’s what it sounds
like, kids) and the Big Boy (pepperoni, Italian sausage, peppadews, and red onion).
While the pies are first-rate and expand
the Indianapolis pizza universe, diners
would be remiss to skip the meatballs
with hunks of
grilled bread,
the old-school
salads, and
complex pastas that can go
toe-to-toe with
the city’s best.
Holy Cross,
thy kingdom
come. 452 N.
Highland Ave.,
317-602-7960,
kingdough
pizzas.com

DOUGH

A King Dough pie
topped with hot
honey, and coowner Adam Sweet,
opposite page
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January 2019

IN THE KITCHEN

Adam Sweet

D ON ’ T M I SS

The honey-sesame hot
wings doused in a funky
Asian sweet sauce and
topped with fried garlicand-shallot dust
SIP

Booji Baby Boulevardier
made with whiskey,
Tattersall Bitter Orange,
and Campari
I NS I DE T I P

Pasta dishes are served
at dinner only, so plan
your carb-loading
accordingly.

Pie
Shop

POTS & PANS How good are the pies at Clarissa Morley’s cozy, wallpapered, restaurant-that-also-feels-like-a-hug business? She had to double production almost as soon as she opened last winter. Pot pies (Thai chicken curry, meatball, taco truck,
chicken) fly out the door as quickly as they come out of the oven. You can take it home hot, or pick up a frozen one and bake it later.
Don’t forget dessert. The top-selling sugar crème brûlée is a delicious take on a traditional sugar cream pie, with caramelized
sugar on top and a flaky crust made with butter and fresh local leaf lard. 4915 N. College Ave., 317-600-3475, potsandpansindy.com
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NEXT
COURSE

What comes after rolled ice cream
and Impossible burgers? Get acquainted with these five cool foods
poised to hit Indy’s dining scene like
the next unicorn Frappuccino.

FIELD BREWING

CHEESE TEA

Fans of boba can look forward to another
Asian import that tops sweet iced tea with a
mousse-like layer of whipped milk and cream
cheese. It’s finished with a sprinkle of rock salt
and sipped from the top down, through a little
hole in the lid (not a straw) to allow the flavors
to properly combine in each swallow.

TAMAGOYAKI

Delicate yet dense, these Japanese layered
omelets are prepared in a square nonstick
tamago pan, one paper-thin stratum at a time.
As it cooks, the egg is pressed and rolled back
onto itself—then pressed and rolled again
to create something that looks like a cross
between an omelet and a jellyroll. It is served
sliced and usually garnished.

KHACHAPURI

What’s not to love about a pizza crust bread
boat filled with cheese, a runny-yolk egg, and a
pat of melting butter? This traditional Georgian
carb (the national dish, actually) is like a selfcontained breadsticks-and-dip combo. Rip off
the stern to mix the vessel’s gooey innards
together. Then use the sides for dunking.

XIAO LONG BAO

Gelatinous broth is pinched inside these
oversized Chinese dumplings so that when they
steam, the ingredients turn to soup. XLB connoisseurs have their dumpling-eating method
down to a science. Place dumpling in spoon to
catch the liquid. Gently pinch a hole in its skin
with a chopstick. Let it cool (do not skip this
critical step). Sip the broth. Eat the dumpling,
with or without a drop of soy sauce.

BLACK ICE CREAM
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October 2018

Field Brewing owners Jackie
and Greg Dikos and the spentgrain pasta, below

IN THE KITCHEN

Alan Sternberg, the
former executive chef
of Cerulean who also
runs the Common House
pop-up dinner series
THE SPREAD

Of-the-moment
gastropub dishes
D ON ’ T M I SS

Crispy lamb ribs—a
tender, gamey step
up from beef ribs
SIP

The daily selection of
local kombucha on tap

Activated charcoal from coconut ash supplies
the Goth color scheme in this soft-serve treat
that resembles a certain emoji, and we’re not
talking about the one with heart eyes. The base
flavor is described as faintly vanilla, but purveyors like L.A.’s Little Damage add in flavors like
cinnamon and extrude it into an Oreo
waffle cone for added impact.

Coffeehouse

OP E N I NG DAT E

I NS I D E T I P

Customers are encouraged to customize their
dishes. Egg on your
burger? Chicken in your
Brussels sprouts? If it’s
in the kitchen, they’ll
make it work.

P R OV I D E R The latte is high art here. Not just any latte, but foam-crowned beet root, iced pistachio, and ginger
with a swoosh of powdered turmeric. In fact, the photo-ready coffeehouse inside the near-eastside’s Tinker House
Events proved a little too buzzy, creating a standing-room-only pileup of fans of long-drink cocktails, nitro cold
brews, and succulents. So the handsome offshoot of Coat Check Coffee came up with a compromise. Weekends are
now laptop-free between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., and customers must drop a minimum $5 per hour—basically putting
their money where their mouth is. 1101 E. 16th St., 317-550-5685

TAVERN AT THE POINT
HEN GREG and Jackie

Dikos decided to open
a brewery on Main
Street in Westfield,
they went all in. They
built the modern
structure, with its glass
walls and metal roof,
from the ground up and
hired three-time James
Beard nominee Alan
Sternberg to oversee
the scratch kitchen.
If the sunny and expansive dining space—
buzzing with foodies
taking pictures of their
plates—is any indication, those bold moves
are paying off. Servers
deliver honey pastrami
chicken sandwiches
and ricotta gnocchi
with umami sauce to a
crowd that looks more
than game to devour
Sternberg’s creative
alternatives to traditional brewery food.
The nods to brewpub
greatest hits are there,
but the sweet and
sticky chicken wings in
garlic sauce are grilled
instead of fried, and the
sandwiches are served
on sourdough bread
made in-house, using
the spent grain that
is a byproduct of the
brewing process. Not
long after opening for
dinner, the restaurant
added lunch service,
Sunday brunch, and a
craft coffee bar, where
you can order your
green-tea latte with
macadamia-nut milk
to go. 303 E. Main St.,
Westfield, 317-8049780, fieldbrewing.com

IKE JALAPEÑOS? Then
of sweet, smoky, and spicy. Flavor
close your eyes and point
explodes from the messy Southto an item on Tavern at the
ern-style grilled cheese, a napkinPoint’s menu of modernguzzling stack of thick smoked
ized country food, and you’ll ham, pimento and white cheddar
be happy. The bar that took
cheese, and elderflower-jalapeño
over a landmark
jam, all oozing
spot downtown—the
over the edges of
OP E N I NG DAT E
nose of the flatiron
housemade water
April 2018
building at Masbread. What’s
IN THE KITCHEN
sachusetts Avenue
that on top of the
Executive chef Paolo
and Vermont
soupy mac-andDuenas, who came up
through the Cunningham
Street, a watering
pimento-cheese?
ranks, most recently
hole dating back
Sliced jalapeños.
at Charbonos in
to 1887 and most
The kitchen leaves
Hendricks County
recently the patio
them off of a classic
D ON ’ T M I SS
hangout Old Point
Hoosier tenderloin
Meat-like Buffalo
cauliflower wings, tenTavern—brings the
sandwich, a cut
der and crispy in
heat in nearly every
that doesn’t need
all the right places
elevated snack. Most
comical measureSIP
importantly, they’re
ments to dazzle;
The crowd-favorite
cocktail Blonde Ambition,
in place on the
it’s breaded golden
with Tito’s vodka, strawnachos, Old Point’s
and run through
berry, lime, and mint
signature, spiffed up
the garden. That
by new owners Cunfigures. The local
ningham Restaurant Group into
empire-builder that hardly ever
a mature brisket version soberly
misses the mark with a new
arranged on a metal pan with
restaurant concept is just as deft
radishes and fresh pico. The pepat upgrading an old favorite. 401
pers garnish a bean-dense brisket
Massachusetts Ave., 317-756-6909,
chili, a deeply satisfying trifecta
tavernatthepoint.com

The Big Fontana Burger
at Tavern at the Point

Ice
Cream
Shop
TEEJAY’S
SWEET
TOOTH
More than
just an ice
cream counter
scooping up
locally churned
flavors like
Graham Central,
LemOreo, and
Strawberry
Road, this tiny
northside business is a fountain of youth.
Who wouldn’t
feel like a giddy,
post-softballgame thirdgrader while
tearing into
an ice cream
sandwich of
Jolly Rancher
ice cream
crammed inside
two Fruity
Pebble treats
(Rice Krispie
Treat’s Technicolor cousin)
and rolled
in rainbow
sprinkles? Or a
Cookie Monster
milkshake with
a crushed-Oreo
rim? Or just
a really good
scoop of vanilla
wedged inside
a warm sugar
yeast doughnut?
Owners Taylor
DeBruce and
Jerome Tiah
are both fulltime dental
hygienists, of all
things, which
explains its odd
evening hours.
Call it job security, because
they can have
all of our allowance money.
8660 Purdue Rd.,
317-744-9764
APRIL 2019 | IM
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Daredevil Hall’s
beer-steamed
mussels and soft
pretzels, opposite
page

Pub
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KRUEGER’S TAVERN One of three Cincinnati imports from the Thunderdome Restaurant Group to take on Mass Ave’s
bustling dining scene, this German-inflected newcomer brings beer and housemade sausages to the strip’s nonstop block
party. Like its neighboring siblings, Bakersfield and The Eagle, Krueger’s is a crowd-pleaser. Snag one of the coveted barstools to sip Rhinegeist on tap or a crushable sweet German radler, or drink the night away on the back patio—where a house
sazerac goes down nicely—until all the sauerkraut balls, beer cheese, and pretzels are gone. 323 N. Delaware St., 317-790-3660

DAREDEVIL
HALL
OP E N I NG DAT E

January 2019

IN THE KITCHEN

Menu created by executive chef Neal Brown

AREDEVIL Brewery

THE SPREAD

Beer-hall standards, like
burgers and poutine, and
a few German high-brau
surprises

moved its southeast-Indy production to Speedway’s
D ON ’ T M I SS
rejuvenated Main
Pilsner-battered filets in
the Midwest Fish Fry
Street in 2015,
SIP
which seemed a
A flight of Daredevil ales
fitting change of
I NS I DE T I P
address for a craftSnag the table facing a
beer–maker with
framed display of old
a vintage motorsport helmet as its
Indianapolis 500 tickets.
logo. But then, the brand’s latest
scene change early this year was
into a ground-level spread at the luxurious Ironworks Hotel
complex, which sounds like an infield-to-paddock upgrade.
Luckily, the new location is as laidback and chug-friendly as
its predecessor, even with a pristine 4,200-square-foot space
and a menu created and hyped by local star chef Neal Brown
(of Pizzology, Libertine, and Ukiyo).
Blue-jeaned, black-T-shirted servers wield flights of
Daredevil’s award-winning beers and solid advice on foodand-drink pairings. The menu ranges from burgers and
huge platters of poutine to German beer-hall standards,
like a locally stuffed currywurst, a crispy chicken schnitzel
sandwich, and a selection of spaetzles—including one with
braised oxtail, onion marmalade, and a poached egg. You
can sit in the bar or in the echo chamber of a dining room
with wood-topped community tables and a kid’s menu,
those wholesome indicators of the family-friendly brewery
concept. And that says more about where you are in life than
how much fun you want to have with it. 2721 E. 86th St., 317757-2888, daredevilbeer.com

INFERNO ROOM

ITSCHY. CAMPY . Deliciously tacky. Everything you want out of a tiki bar, right? But
The Inferno Room is none of these things,
preferring to succeed on its own startling
merits. The buzz around the latest venture
from local restaurateur Ed Rudisell (Rook, Siam
Square, Black Market) and his business partner,
Chris Coy, had reached fever pitch by the time The
Inferno Room finally swung open its door beneath a
neon flame in September. For two years or so, we’d
heard about a tiki lounge coming to Indianapolis, and
opening day kept getting pushed back as management tinkered with the details—arranging for all that
hand-carved bamboo, fussing with those hundreds
of masks and statues and skulls plucked from the
jungles of Papua New Guinea. So, any of those skulls
real? Let’s just say someone offered to sell Rudisell
and Coy a shrunken head, and leave it at that.
Indeed, mystery is at the heart of darkness here,
where the brief food menu includes a few sparse
words of description per item, and the drink menu
seems written to evoke various moods rather than
provide a list of ingredients.
That kind of day? You’ll
want the “prescriptionOP E N I NG DAT E
September 2018
strength” Painkiller, the
IN THE KITCHEN
best-selling cocktail on the
Josh Ongley
list. When handed a mélange
THE SPREAD
of rum, coconut, nutmeg,
Island pub grub
and fresh pineapple and
D ON ’ T M I SS
orange juices, how can you
The flaming Antakarian
ignore the menu’s instrucFire Dancer
tions to “escape the day into
SIP
tropical euphoria”? “It’s the
With caution
one that gets all the attenI NS I D E T I P
Unlike you on your third
tion,” says Rudisell. “They’ve
Zombie in, parking here
probably had a Painkiller.
is headache-free—even
We try to make sure we’re
many regulars don’t
realize there’s a lot just
doing a really good version.”
behind the bar.
902 Virginia Ave., 317-4262343, theinfernoroom.com
APRIL 2019 | IM
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LITER HOUSE
HESE ARE NOT your
grandmother’s pork
chops. The shiniest cog
in Eddie Sahm’s growing
local dining empire, the
restaurant whose name
is a word play on “lederhosen” skillfully reimagines traditional German
cuisine using familiar
Indiana ingredients, with deliciously
modern results. The boisterous SoBro
gastropub bears little resemblance to
its Bent Rail Brewery predecessor,
now all grown up in contemporary

OP E N I NG DAT E

July 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

Chefs Blake Ellis, Jose Laras,
and Adam Ditter
THE SPREAD

A heavy “Bavariana” mash-up including
Smoking Goose bratwurst, pork
schnitzel sourced from Fischer Farms,
and a gooey raclette burger
D ON ’ T M I SS

The housemade soft pretzels
SIP

Sausage and frites,
the meat and potatoes
of Liter House

A decadent Chocolate Cake Milk Punch
that marries Bone Snapper Rye with
Scarlet Ibis Rum, chai, and lemon
I NS I D E T I P

Liter House hosts the Broad Ripple
Winter Farmers Market on Saturday
mornings through April.

Keep an eye on these
restaurants still in the
oven at press time.

16 BIT INDY

WHAT WE KNOW You’ll be downing

’80s- and ’90s-themed cocktails like
Pac-Man gulps pellets when this bar
and arcade opens for business. Its
parent company is also planning to
unveil Pins Mechanical Company—a
bar featuring more hands-on games
like pinball, duckpin bowling, and
pingpong—sometime in 2020. 301
N. Pennsylvania St., 16-bitbar.com
TARGET OPENING Late spring 2019
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CAKE BAKE SHOP IN
CARMEL CITY CENTER

WHAT WE KNOW Gwendolyn Rogers

is doing it again: waving her magic
wand and creating a second Cake
Bake Shop location that’s nearly
twice the size of the beloved Broad
Ripple original, but with the cozy,
fairytale charm of her iconic white
bungalow. Expect to tuck into a
full lunch-and-dinner menu with
some new extras. Construction has
been taking its time, down to the
last Swarovski crystal on the final
chandelier, but is drawing to a
close at last. Carmel City Center,
thecakebakeshop.com
TARGET OPENING Spring 2019

GALLERY PASTRY SHOP

MIDTOWN ALL DAY

WHAT WE KNOW The second loca-

WHAT WE KNOW Restaurateur Neal

tion of Gallery Pastry Shop is to
be located in the Old Northside
neighborhood—an inviting, classic
experience with a focus on European sensibilities. Like the original, it
will feature Old World pastries like
French macarons and opera cake.
Onsite construction of the building
began in March. 1572 N. College
Ave., gallerypastryshop.com
TARGET OPENING None yet

Brown envisions his new Midtown
All Day as a neighborhood cafe
where you can wake up with coffee
and pancakes, have a meeting over
a light lunch, and keep things going
into the evening hours with wine
and a full dinner menu, all inside
the iconic Indiana National Bank.
The building was most recently
used as a Chase Bank branch and
will be transformed into a comfortable, semi-casual dining space with
some of the original bank’s architecture, vaults, and even safetydeposit boxes intact. 215 E. 38th St.
TARGET OPENING None yet

Sushi
Bar

BLUE SUSHI SAKE GRILL You won’t find stoic sushi chefs or solemn omakase protocol at this raw
bar lit up like Vegas, with Godzilla imagery, Asian pop art, and a flock of giant origami cranes in flight over
the dining room. The elaborate rolls are addictively fresh, crunchy, and swathed in sauce, with catchy
names like Shiitake to Me and Spanish Fly. As if that’s not fun enough, Happy Hour features all the $5.50
maki you can wash down with $3.50 sake bombs. 2721 E. 86th St., 317-489-3151, bluesushisakegrill.com

continental style with concrete floors, wood booths, and
artsy German travel posters. “My grandfather owns a
home in Switzerland, so I’ve
always had a thing for Central
Europe,” Sahm says. The R&D
he did during a trip through
the region several years ago,
to get a firsthand feel for the
beer and food culture, seems
to have paid off handsomely.
Skate-wing schnitzel and
chimichurri-dressed ribeyes
comfortably coexist here with
smoked chicken wings, cornmeal cobbler, and a sausagefest
of wursts. Menus change up a
couple times a year to capitalize on seasonality, with cheeky
themed dinners thrown in for
good measure.
Beverage director Lindsay
Slone made herself right
at home in these new digs,
curating a wine list that gives
diners pause before defaulting
to hefty glass steins of Big Lug
ales and lagers. A backside
addition, Half Liter, piggybacked onto the property last
month, offering Texas-style
barbecue. 5301 Winthrop Ave.,
463-221-2800, literhouse.com

TAXMAN CITYWAY

WHAT WE KNOW The folks behind

Taxman Brewing Co., which has
locations in both Bargersville and
Fortville, are opening a familyfriendly gastropub in downtown
Indy that will feature a seasonal
menu highlighting local and regional farmers and artisans. Taxman CityWay was slated to begin
renovations on a mid-1800s livery
building in March. 310 S. Delaware
St., taxmanbrewing.com
TARGET OPENING Fall 2019

DUKE’S

HE BAR has the neon patina of a dusty old watering
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OP E N I NG DAT E

March 2018

IN THE KITCHEN

Owner Dustin Boyer
managing the shortorder kitchen while
popping beers
behind the bar
THE SPREAD

Smoked and fried meats
with the homey sides
of a dive bar

hole, and the low stage and dance floor were built to
perform, not impress. In spite of (because of?) Duke’s
divey charms, in a tin-roofed roadhouse just outside
of downtown, folks joined the fan club as soon as it
opened its cartoonish heavy door, a relic from its previous life as the Ice House.
It’s a happy coincidence that owner Dustin Boyer, a former operations manager
at Sun King Brewery who has both honky-tonk and home cooking in his bloodline, also makes a mean tater-tot waffle. A few
short-order stars make up the lunch menu: tacos,
Duke’s tater-tot waffle
burgers, a hot chicken sandwich, a noble fried
tenderloin sandwich, and usually a smoked-meat
special, always served on metal barbecue-shack
trays scattered with puffy wagonwheel duros
chips. For dinner, Boyer downsizes to just a
pressure-cooked fried-chicken dinner that you
can (and absolutely should) order as “The Whole
Damned Thing,” which includes an entire bird
and ensemble cast of family-style sides—spicy
mac and cheese, a tater-tot waffle, and fried Brussels sprouts—for $35.
There are fancier places in town, but none of
those places have as much heart as Duke’s, which
is why we would hang our hat here if we had one.
2352 S. West St., 317-643-6403, dukesindy.com

TWO CHICKS AND A
HAMMER BAR + STORE

WHAT WE KNOW Karen E Laine
and Mina Starsiak, the motherdaughter stars of HGTV’s Good
Bones, are teaming up for yet another venture: a combination store
and bar in the Bates-Hendricks
neighborhood. Expect goodies and
sandwiches from nearby Wildwood
Market, which you can munch on
while lounging in the bar with
a glass of wine or shopping for
local home goods of the kind
you’ve wanted to steal from
their show. 1531 S. East St.
TARGET OPENING Summer 2019

WAHLBURGERS

WHAT WE KNOW The burger-joint

chain owned by actors Mark and
Donnie Wahlberg and their chef
brother, Paul, is set to arrive
somewhere in Indianapolis this
summer. They say we’ll need to
grab a few extra napkins on the
way to the table before hunkering
down with Mom’s Sloppy Joe or
the Thanksgiving Turkey Burger
(Marky Mark’s recommendation).
This may be the only restaurant in
‘merica that not only piles its patties with “government cheese,” but
italicizes the ingredient proudly
on the menu. wahlburgers.com
TARGET OPENING Summer 2019

THE YARD AT FISHERS
DISTRICT

WHAT WE KNOW If you build an
Ikea, they will come. Between the
home-goods behemoth and the
perpetually packed Topgolf across
116th Street, Fishers District will
wedge in this 120,000-square-foot
playground of restaurants, shops,
and other diversions. Its dining
area will include 1933 Lounge,
Sangiovese, Sun King Brewery,
Kincaid’s Meat Market, and Nicey
Treat. The Kitchen Table is shaping up as an immersive dining
experience for cooking classes and
private events. fishersdistrict.com
TARGET OPENING Late Fall 2019
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